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INTERNET RESOURCES
American Association of Public Opinion Research: http://www.aapor.org/.
The section on Resources for Researchers contains a pdf titled standard
definition, which gives a thorough description of response rate definitions
for different survey methods. It also contains a response rate calculator
using these definitions. For response rate definitions in web and Internet
surveys, see also EFAMRO & ESOMAR.
EFAMRO is an international federation of market research agencies:
http://www.efamro.com/. Its website contains a list of Quality Standards
for Internet research, including how to present (non)response
information.
The web site of ESOMAR, http://www.esomar.org/ contains professional
standards and codes and guidelines for surveys and on internet research
including (non) response categories
The website of the Journal of Official Statistics, http://www.jos.nu/.
Contains many articles on nonresponse. In 1999 a special issue on
household survey nonresponse was published. All articles can be viewed
and printed free of charge.
The website of the Institute for Social and Economic Research,
http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/ contains several working papers on nonresponse and related topics.

